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Graphic Node's Flash Sale on Creativity Apps
Published on 03/27/18
The developers behind some of the App Store's popular creativity assistant apps, Graphic
Node has launched a flash sale on 46 of their applications. These applications offer
creative items for many of the popular productivity and image-editing suites, so it is a
great time to jump in as a new user, or for existing users to expand their collections.
All of these products are available for a limited time for just $1.99 for everyone.
Sakiai, Lithuania - Graphic Node, the developers behind some of the App Store's popular
creativity assistant apps have launched a flash sale on 42 of their applications. All of
these products are available for a limited time for just $1.99 for everyone! These
applications offer creative items for many of the popular productivity and image-editing
suites, so it is a great time to jump in as a new user, or for existing users to expand
their collections!
The complete list of apps discounted to $1.99 for the flash sale:
* Books Expert - Templates for iBooks Author
* Bundle for Pages by GN
* Bundle for Wedding
* Business Bundle for Word by GN
* DesiGN Brochures Templates
* DesiGN Books for iBooks - Templates (Bundle)
* DesiGN Books Author Bundle
* DesiGN Certificates Templates
* Design Elements - GN Templates
* DesiGN Flyers Templates
* Design for Keynote
* Design for Numbers
* DesiGN Greeting Cards Templates
* DesiGN Invitation Templates
* DesiGN Invoices Templates
* DesiGN Labels Templates
* DesiGN Letters Templates
* DesiGN Menus Templates
* DesiGN Newsletters Templates
* DesiGN Posters Templates
* GN Business Books for iBooks Author
* GN Business Cards Templates
* GN Catalogs for Pages - Templates Bundle
* GN Fax for Pages -Templates Bundle
* GN Food Books for iBooks Author - Templates Bundle
* GN Infographics for Adobe Illustrator
* GN Infographics for Adobe Photoshop
* GN Letters Templates for Pages
* GN Memos for Pages - Templates Bundle
* GN Templates Bundle for iWork
* Graphics
* iArt for MS Excel
* iArt for MS Word
* iArt for Numbers
* iArt Layout Design
* iArt Theme Design
* Inspiration Templates
* Print Templates for Word by GN
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* Resume Templates
* Stock Icons - Cliparts by GN
* Templates for MS Excel by GN
* Templates for MS Powerpoint by GN
* Templates for MS Word by GN
* Templates for Photoshop by GN
* Templates for Pixelmator by GN
* Vector Icons - Cliparts by GN
"Users love our creativity products and we are proud to be able to offer one of the most
extensive creative items collections on the market. We are launching a one-day flash sale
so new users could get their hands on productivity templates and graphics, and discover
the amazing opportunities they open up for creativity at home or work" - said Zivile
Unguvaityte, CEO of Graphic Node. "Our products are designed to be flexible and adaptable,
so users of any skill-level can work with them and achieve amazing results in no time!
With 42 diverse products on sale for just $1.99, we're sure that everyone can find
something useful for personal and business needs!"
All Graphic Node applications can be found on the Mac App Store.
Graphic Node:
http://www.graphicnode.com
Graphic Node Products:
https://search.itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZContentLink.woa/wa/link?mt=11&path=mac%2f
graphicnode
Press Kit (zip):
https://download.graphicnode.com/Temporary/riuzavas_flashas.zip

Graphic Node is a graphic design company based in Lithuania and committed to creating
exceptional templates and themes for the Mac OS X community. Theme Inn is a team of
professional Mac designers who specialize in developing high-quality templates for
Microsoft Office for Mac. The company defines its work through careful attention to rich
visuals, ease of use and wide adaptability. Theme Inn's products are designed to save
users time and help them achieve the best results. Copyright (C) 2018 Graphic Node. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X and Macintosh are registered trademarks
of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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